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Abstract—Flexible network management solutions for heterogeneous networks have attracted increasing attention for operators in order to meet the today’s exponential network traffic demands. Over decades, mobile operators have been developing and
deploying new heterogeneous systems into their infrastructures.
However, converging the cellular networks with heterogeneous
devices such as Carrier Wi-Fi still remains a challenging task
for mobile carriers. In this study, a connectivity management
platform integrated with a multiple attribute decision making
algorithm for efficient Wi-Fi Offloading in heterogeneous wireless
networks is presented. To enable this platform, several terminal
and network level attributes are periodically collected and sent
to the connectivity manager inside operator’s network. The
connectivity manager runs a multiple attribute decision making
algorithm and the decision on the best access network connection
is sent back to terminals for execution. The proposed platform
can be deployed to mobile operator networks for centralized
heterogeneous network management.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Mobile data traffic has increased substantially in the past
few years and it is anticipated that the increased interest for
data connectivity is likely to put a burden on network capacity
in the near future. The most significant capacity bottleneck
reasons can be considered to be as the increasing smart phone
usage, the availability of flat-rate voice and data bundles,
and services offering video streaming and higher demand for
entertainment services and applications. Operators are thus
looking for flexible and cost-effective network management
solutions to overcome the capacity bottlenecks especially in
high contention traffic scenarios [1]. Furthermore, there is also
greater competition among mobile operators for servicing their
subscribers with better Quality-of-Experience (QoE) in order
to increase their subscriber database.
Proliferation of Wi-Fi enabled devices are continuing to
soar [2]. The increasing popularity of Wi-Fi has also an effect
on mobile operators where most of the operators are driving
forward with plans to extensively utilize them inside their
networks as Carrier Wi-Fi Access Points [1]. Wi-Fi offloading
is a key technology to relieve the pressure from data tsunami
on cellular networks. Offloading a portion of the mobile data
traffic to Wi-Fi networks is a promising solution to overcome
the capacity bottleneck. Currently, operators are already expanding their networks with IEEE 802.11 technologies such
that they can exploit the free-band communication. However,
offloading mobile data traffic to to a Wi-Fi network, where
available, is not an optimal solution since Wi-Fi networks may
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get easily congested as well. Hence, this dilemma necessitates
a centralized connectivity management mechanism for optimal
network connection decision.
Managing connectivity includes different operations such
as access attachments, access network selection, access monitoring and access re-selection. Wi-Fi management architecture
that utilize the benefits of Wi-Fi in the cellular network that
can also provide high-grade QoE is presented in [1]. Optimal
connectivity management mechanisms require near real-time
information (attributes) regarding the user and network status.
Several attributes, such as latency, throughput, available bandwidth etc., have to be collected and fed into this mechanism to
calculate the optimal network connection for the users. Thus,
connectivity management mechanisms must rely on multiple
attribute decision making (MADM) algorithms. There exists
several MADM algorithms in the literature. In [3] and [4], four
major MADM algorithms, namely, MEW (Multiplicative Exponent Weighting), SAW (Simple Additive Weighting), GRA
(Grey Relational Analysis), TOPSIS (Technique for Order
Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution) are compared. The
results have shown that all four MADM algorithms perform
quite similar.
Although there have been quite many offloading designs
in the literature, currently there is no real-time and fullyfunctionally operational connectivity management proof-ofconcept platform for integrated heterogeneous networks that
applies simple principles of MADM methods that takes into
account the operators’ system utilization requirements. Integrating a MADM algorithm within the operator network and
developing a centralized connectivity management platform for
better QoE management for subscribers are the focus of this
study. Due to its ease of implementation, TOPSIS algorithm
[5] is selected as the target MADM algorithm for the developed
offloading platform. In this platform, terminal and network
attributes are periodically collected in a remote server for
optimal network connection decision with TOPSIS, and then
the decision is sent to terminals for execution.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, the
deployment scenario for the connectivity management platform
is described in Section II. Then, the TOPSIS algorithm is
explained in detail in Section III followed by the presentation
of the mobile operator controlled centralized connectivity
management platform in Section IV. The performance of
the platform is presented in Section V and conclusions in
Section VI.
II.

U SE C ASE AND S CENARIO

The typical scenario consists of Third Generation Partnership Program (3GPP) access networks along with Wi-Fi access

given application, user preferences (cost, security), backhaul
capacity, etc and p refers to size of the multiple decision
set E = {e1 , e2 , ..., ep } which consists of candidate networks
such Universal Mobile Telecommunications Service (UMTS),
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) or femtocell communication opportunities for a given user. Note that that all the
attributes are transformed to have positive impact if necessary
in our analysis.
In second step, a normalized decision matrix R = [rij ]p×m
is formed as,
rij = s

aij
p
P
k=1

Fig. 1: Sample User Distribution Map illustrating users in
multiple coverage zones
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In third step, a weighted normalized decision matrix V =
[vij ]p×m is created by multiplying each column of the matrix
R by a corresponding weight wi as,
vi = wi · ri

points in tight-coupled heterogeneous network architecture. In
this scenario, mobile network operator, which is the main decision maker of the scenario, selects the best access network (if
necessary) when a mobile terminals’ and network’s measured
attributes change. In this scenario, mobile network operator
selects the access networks by considering the network related
and terminal related criteria.
A sample user distribution map under multiple wireless
technology coverage is given in Figure 1. These users in the
shaded region have the high potential of handover and have
to make a smart decision to select the best access point.
Therefore, the method runs on the scenarios based on the
users that are concentrated on this region. The scenario can be
extended to include different radio access coverage schemes
such as femto-cells and device-to-device.
III.

M ULTIPLE ATTRIBUTE D ECISION M AKING (MADM)
A LGORITHM

In heterogeneous networks, where several different radio access technologies are available to the users, MADM
techniques can be utilized to select the optimal network
to connect. In this study, a MADM problem targeted for
heterogeneous network access within an integrated mobile
network architecture is considered. Due to its applicability to
real-time operation, ease of implementation and adaptability
to operator needs, TOPSIS [5] algorithm is chosen to select
the best network for a given a set of observed terminal and
network performance attributes. Each attribute is assigned
priority weights by operators according to their specific needs.
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In fourth step, the positive V+ and negative V− solution
points are formed by,
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In the fifth step, the Euclidean distance Si+ of each multiple
decision point from the positive point V+ and the Euclidean
distance Si− of each multiple decision point from the negative
point V+ are calculated as
v
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In the next step, the relative similarity of the alternatives
from the positive and negative point is calculated as

A. TOPSIS Algorithm
TOPSIS algorithm consists of easy implementation steps.
In the first step of the algorithm a decision matrix A =
[aij ]p×m is created, where m refers to size of the multiple
attribute set S = {s1 , s2 , ..., sm } consisting of elements such
as link quality, average latency of the target network for the

Ci =

Si−
, i = 1, 2, ..., p.
+ Si+

Si−

Then, the final solution e∗ (the best network to connect) is
selected as

•

Android 4.3.1 or a newer version.

Server hardware requirements;
•

minimum 2.0GHz processor,

•

minimum 1GB RAM,

•

minimum 250 MB HDD space.

Server software requirements;
•

Linux and Apache Tomcat.

Wi-Fi AP requirements;
•

Fig. 2: Architecture of SHARING Platform

802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g or 802.11n compatible
devices.

Cellular network requirements;
•

minimum HSPA connection.

B. SHARING Client
e∗ = ei∗ where i∗ = arg max Ci , i = 1, 2, ..., p.
i

B. Implementation and Attributes
Implementation of the algorithm assumes availability of
one registered 3GPP network and at least one known Wi-Fi
network (or another radio access technology) on the mobile
terminal. TOPSIS algorithm is implemented in the remote
server where the attributes are collected. Algorithm complexity
is O(mp) per mobile terminal. The attributes that will be used
in this work are listed below. The weights of the attributes can
be dynamically altered by the mobile operators based on their
quality of experience requirements.
•

Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) (s1 , weight:
w1 )

•

Average Latency (s2 , weight:w2 )

•

Battery Level (s3 , weight:w3 )

•

Roaming Status (s4 , weight:w4 )

•

Backhaul Capacity (s5 , weight:w5 )

•

Remaining Capacity (s6 , weight:w6 )

•

Number of Connected Users (s7 , weight:w7 )
IV.

The software design of the SHARING Client application
for Wi-Fi offloading is provided in Figure 4. The SHARING
client is implemented as an application on mobile terminals
supporting Android Operating System (OS) [6]. The descriptions of the main modules of the application are provided
below.
•

Main Activity: This is the main part of the SHARING
client application. It triggers two parts of the application. The main fragments and wireless broadcast
receiver.

•

Main Fragment: This is the main User Interface
screen of the application listing the access points and
cellular connection details (3G and Wi-Fi) as shown
in Figure 4.

•

Settings Fragment: This module includes the application’s settings such as server connection details. It can
also include the weights of attributes of the MADM
algorithm for possible client based adjustments.

•

Android Wireless Module (AWM): This is the builtin wireless module installed in the device. This module
scans the wireless access points (3G and Wi-Fi) and
sends access point lists and network state changes
(shutdown of wireless, connected to another Wi-Fi,
etc.) to wireless broadcast receiver with the return
command. This module runs periodically or via panic
button in main fragment for scanning. Current value
of scanning period is 10 sec.

•

Wireless Broadcast Receiver (WBR): This module processes the received information from Android
Wireless Module. If information received from AWM
is “scan result”, then WBR sends all AP list to server
side via web service. If response “return” from Web
Service is received or the information received from
AWM is “network state changed”, then WBR sends
this information to Main Fragment via “return.

SHARING P LATFORM

The SHARING platform architecture is provided in Figure 2. In the platform, SHARING server is connected to mobile
terminals and core networks via Client Application Programming Interface (API) and Infrastructure API, respectively, to
receive values of the attributes for decision making.
A. System Requirements
The system requirements for the proposed platform to
achieve satisfactory performance are provided below.
Mobile terminal requirements;

(a) Register new access point

Fig. 3: SHARING Client Sequence Diagram

(b) Define attribute weights

Fig. 5: Sample user interfaces of SHARING server

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: SHARING Client Android Application; (a) Main
Screen, (b) Settings

C. SHARING Server
The SHARING server runs the MADM algorithm called
TOPSIS. Basically the server has three interfaces as shown
in Figure 2. One of the interfaces which is called Client
API receives client related parameters, RSSI, battery level,
roaming/non-roaming status, through HTTP communication
from SHARING client. Client API is also used to send the
network connection decision from SHARING server to SHARING client. The other interface is a REST-based web service
interface called Infrastructure API. The Infrastructure API
can obtain offline (statistical and long term measurements) or
real-time data from operators. Based on operator agreements,
the Infrastructure API can provide channel utilization ratio,
latency in access and cellular backhaul connection, number of
active connections in operator’s as well as WLAN provider’s
core network, network congestion ratio as well as backhaul
Internet connectivity status of WLAN and cellular network
operators to the SHARING server. The last web interface is

REST-based Registration API. Through this API, third parties
can register the access point credentials to SHARING server
database. The information collected from all three APIs (such
as SSID, BSSID, capabilities, frequency and password as well
as cellular network parameters of users) are stored in the
database inside SHARING server.
A graphical user interface for the SHARING server is
developed for flexible and easy connectivity management.
The connection management and monitoring, access point
registrations as well as infrastructure API parameters can be
adjusted and monitored via this GUI. Sample user interfaces
for registering new access points and defining attribute weights
are provided in Figure 5.
D. Operation Steps
The step-by-step operation of the SHARING platform is
provided as follows.
1)
2)
3)

The SHARING client application runs in mobile
terminal.
Operator registers access point credentials through
Registration API to SHARING server.
The terminal enters a heterogeneous wireless network
access area where there are at least one Wi-Fi AP and
one 3GPP base station access.

4)
5)
6)
7)

8)

The user experiences a bad connection, e.g a changing connection trigger occurs when they walk towards
a cellular dead zone.
The SHARING client application sends network connection information and mobile phone status to the
SHARING Server via Client API.
Wi-Fi core network and cellular core network attributes are sent to the SHARING Server periodically
via Infrastructure API.
Based on the collected network and mobile terminal
attributes, SHARING Server decides on the best access network connection using the MADM algorithm
and sends the decision to the SHARING client via
Client API.
Based on the decision sent by SHARING server,
SHARING client connects the mobile terminal to
the selected access network either remains in cellular
connection or connects to one of the access points.

Fig. 6: Network Selection Results

VI.
V.

P ERFORMANCE R ESULTS

In this work, the server is assumed to be located in
Cloud running for example as an Amazon web instance [7]
to enable easy access to/from all entities of heterogeneous
network. The SHARING platform ensures that the mobile
terminal is connected to the best available network based on
the observed attributes. The observed attribute list is provided
in Section III-B. In order to provide a simplified demonstration of the performance, two attributes, RSSI (s1 ) and
number of connected users (s7 ), are set as the most important
attributes, i.e. w1 ≈ 0.5 and w7 ≈ 0.5. The candidate
network set consists of three wireless networks, i.e. p = 3
and E = {3G, WiFi1 , WiFi2 }. All three candidate networks are
previously registered to the SHARING server by Registration
API. Mobile terminal of interest is positioned closer to WiFi2
network access point compared to WiFi1 in order to obtain
higher RSSI forWiFi2 AP.

C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a connectivity management platform for mobile operators to ensure operator
controlled offloading in heterogeneous networks. To achieve
this, the mobile operator deploys a centralized connectivity
management server called SHARING server running a MADM
algorithm. The optimal connectivity decisions computed by the
SHARING server are enforced on the mobile terminal by the
SHARING client for enhanced user connectivity experience. A
simplified demonstration of the performance of the platform is
provided and the results indicate the system level optimization.
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